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Monday, September 20, 2021 
Top 10 risk and compliance related news stories and world events that (for 

better or for worse) shaped the week's agenda, and what is next 

 
Dear members and friends,  
 
Margaret Thatcher has said: “There are still people in my 
party who believe in consensus politics. I regard them as 
Quislings, as traitors... I mean it.” 
 
Although I do understand Margaret Thatcher’s approach, I believe that 
consensus on a strategic approach to defending governments, organizations 
and companies in cyberspace is of paramount importance. 
 
The Cyberspace Solarium Commission (CSC) was established in the John S. 
McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019, to 
“develop a consensus on a strategic approach to defending the United 
States in cyberspace against cyber attacks of significant consequences.” 
 
In January of 2021, the Cyberspace Solarium Commission released its 
“Transition Book for the Incoming Biden Administration.” This document 

http://www.risk-compliance-association.com/
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outlined three areas on which the new administration should focus in its 
first hundred days: 
 
1. Establish the Office of the National Cyber Director; 
 
2. Develop and promulgate a National Cyber Strategy; and 
 
3. Improve the coherence and impact of existing government cybersecurity 
efforts and further strengthen partnerships with the private sector. 
 
We read: “That those first hundred days have recently drawn to a close 
provides an opportunity both to evaluate whether the priority areas 
identified by the Commission have been addressed and to note where 
executive action in general is trending toward the implementation of 
Commission recommendations.  
 
The context of the past several months, which have been fraught with 
repeated cyber incidents, becomes particularly pertinent as well.  
 
The consequences of the SolarWinds compromise continue to unfold, even 
as major vulnerabilities are exploited in Microsoft Exchange Servers and as 
ransomware usage explodes, shutting down major critical infrastructure.  
 
The administration should be commended for responding to these exigent 
circumstances—a monumental task—and progress in the response is 
evident in the May 12, 2021, executive order on improving the nation’s 
cybersecurity. 
 
While the demands of wrestling with these specific incidents have 
undoubtedly drawn time and attention away from other aspects of policy- 
making, they have also demonstrated the need for the coordination, 
coherence, and strategic guidance that improved policies could bring. 
 
Efforts to address these three CSC 100-day priorities are under way to 
varying degrees, but only the first—establishing the Office of the National 
Cyber Director—is clearly on track to implementation, as is discussed  
at length below.  
 
Meanwhile, a new national cyber strategy has not been released but is 
reportedly in process. The Interim National Security Strategic Guidance 
states that the administration “will elevate cybersecurity as an imperative 
across the government,” and will encourage collaboration between the 
public and private sectors. 
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While the final result of the strategy development is not yet known, it is 
clear that its intent aligns with the Commission’s priorities for executive 
action. 
 
Beyond the priorities established in the Commission’s transition book, early 
activity from the executive branch suggests progress on other CSC 
recommendations. One particular example is the February 2021 executive 
order on America’s supply chains, which made major steps toward 
implementing the Commission’s Recommendations 4.6 and 4.6.1, as well as 
the recommendations from the CSC white paper “Building a Trusted ICT 
Supply Chain.”  
 
The executive order initiated a series of reports that align with the first 
steps of the Commission’s recommendations for developing an information 
communication technology supply chain strategy.  
 
Similarly, the establishment of a cybersecurity working group involving the 
United States, Japan, India, and Australia, formed in March 2021, is a 
major step towards implementing the activities described in Commission 
Recommendation 2.1.1, which calls for international engagement to 
strengthen norms of responsible state behavior.” 
 
Read more at number 1 below. Welcome to the Top 10 list. 
 
Best regards, 
 

 
George Lekatis 
President of the IARCP 
1200 G Street NW Suite 800,  
Washington DC 20005, USA 
Tel: (202) 449-9750 
Email: lekatis@risk-compliance-association.com 
Web: www.risk-compliance-association.com 
HQ: 1220 N. Market Street Suite 804,  
Wilmington DE 19801, USA  
Tel: (302) 342-8828 
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Number 1 

2021 ANNUAL REPORT ON IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 
 

The digital connectivity that has brought economic growth, technological 
dominance, and an improved quality of life to nearly every American has 
also created a strategic dilemma.  
 
The United States now operates in a cyber landscape that requires a level of 
data security, resilience, and trustworthiness that neither the U.S. 
government nor the private sector alone is currently equipped to provide.  
 
Moreover, shortfalls in agility, technical expertise, and unity of effort, both 
within the U.S. government and between the public and private sectors, are 
growing.  
 
For more than 20 years, nation-states and non-state actors have leveraged 
cyberspace to subvert American power, American security, and the 
American way of life.  
 
The perpetrators of these cyberattacks exploited weaknesses in both 
systems and strategy and assessed that their forays damaged the United 
States without triggering any significant retaliation.  
 
American restraint was met with unchecked predation. 
 
The U.S. Cyberspace Solarium Commission (CSC) was established in the 
John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 to 
address these challenges and “develop a consensus on a strategic approach 
to defending the United States in cyberspace against cyber attacks of 
significant consequences.” 
 
To meet its mandate, the CSC produced a final report, published in March 
2020, outlining a strategic approach and 82 recommendations for the U.S. 
government.  
 
In developing the final report, task forces met with more than 300 
stakeholders from industry; academia; federal, state, and local 
governments; international organizations; and think tanks, and they 
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stress-tested their recommendations through a series of red team reviews 
and a scenario-based Solarium event.  
 
Following the Solarium event, the Commissioners assessed each strategy 
and its supporting policy recommendations, providing formal feedback.  
 
The staff tabulated this feedback and used the insights and guidance to 
further refine the recommendations. 
 
In the months following the launch of the final report, Commissioners and 
staff produced legislative proposals (where appropriate) to support its 
recommendations, and worked with relevant committees in the House and 
Senate to implement many of the Commission’s original recommendations.  
 
In addition, the Commission issued four white papers with new and 
updated recommendations: they addressed lessons on cybersecurity from 
the pandemic, details on the national cyber director recommendation, a 
framework for a cybersecurity workforce development strategy, and 
proposals on how to secure America’s information and communications 
technology (ICT) supply chains.  
 
A fifth white paper, published in January 2021, highlighted specific 
priorities for the incoming Biden-Harris administration.  
 
Many of the Commission’s key recommendations have been enacted in 
legislation, but there is still more work to be done to meet the urgent 
challenges facing our nation, and much can be achieved through 
coordinated and thoughtful executive action. 
 
This assessment is intended to review the implementation of the 
recommendations made by the Commission over the course of the previous 
year. The recommendations themselves are discussed in more detail in the 
Commission’s final report and accompanying white papers. 
 
The report: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19V7Yfc5fvEE6dGIoU_7bidLRf5OvV2__/
view 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19V7Yfc5fvEE6dGIoU_7bidLRf5OvV2__/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19V7Yfc5fvEE6dGIoU_7bidLRf5OvV2__/view
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Number 2 

Project Dunbar: international settlements using multi-CBDCs 
 

 
 

Project Dunbar brings together the Reserve Bank of Australia, Bank Negara 
Malaysia, Monetary Authority of Singapore, and South African Reserve 
Bank with the Bank for International Settlements Innovation Hub to test 
the use of central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) for international 
settlements.  
 
Led by our Singapore Centre, it aims to develop prototype shared platforms 
for cross-border transactions using multiple CBDCs, allowing financial 
institutions to transact directly with each other in the digital currencies, 
eliminating the need for intermediaries and cutting the time and cost of 
transactions.  
 
The project will focus initially on the development of a common platform 
for multi-CBDC settlement (Model 3 – mCBDC arrangements based on 
single multi-currency system) that fulfils the needs and requirements of 
central banks and financial institutions. You may visit: 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap115.htm 
 

 

https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap115.htm
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The project will work with multiple partners to develop technical 
prototypes on different distributed ledger technology platforms. It will also 
explore different governance and operating designs that would enable 
central banks to share CBDC infrastructures, benefitting from the 
collaboration between public and private sector experts in different 
jurisdictions and areas of operation.  
 
This work will explore the international dimension of CBDCs design and 
support the efforts of the G20 roadmap for enhancing cross-border 
payments. Its results, expected to be published in early 2022, will inform 
the development of future platforms for global and regional settlements. 
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Number 3 

Model Risk Management 
 

 
 

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s (OCC) Comptroller’s 
Handbook booklet, “Model Risk Management,” is prepared for use by OCC 
examiners in connection with their examination and supervision of national 
banks, federal savings associations, and federal branches and agencies of 
foreign banking organizations (collectively, banks).  
 
Each bank is different and may present specific issues. Accordingly, 
examiners should apply the information in this booklet consistent with each 
bank’s individual circumstances. 
 
This booklet aligns with the principles laid out in the “Supervisory 
Guidance on Model Risk Management” conveyed by OCC Bulletin 2011-12, 
“Sound Practices for Model Risk Management: Supervisory Guidance on 
Model Risk Management” (MRM Supervisory Guidance).  
 
This booklet: 
 
• is designed to guide examiners in performing consistent, high-quality 
model risk management examinations. 
 
• presents the concepts and general principles of model risk management. 
 
• informs and educates examiners about sound model risk management 
practices that should be assessed during an examination. 
 
• provides information needed to plan and coordinate examinations on 
model risk management, identify deficient practices, and conduct 
appropriate follow-up. 
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You may visit: 

https://www.occ.treas.gov/publications-and-resources/publications/comp
trollers-handbook/files/model-risk-management/index-model-risk-manag
ement.html 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.occ.treas.gov/publications-and-resources/publications/comptrollers-handbook/files/model-risk-management/index-model-risk-management.html
https://www.occ.treas.gov/publications-and-resources/publications/comptrollers-handbook/files/model-risk-management/index-model-risk-management.html
https://www.occ.treas.gov/publications-and-resources/publications/comptrollers-handbook/files/model-risk-management/index-model-risk-management.html
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Number 4 

Annual Report on the Interim Inspection Program Related to 
Audits of Brokers and Dealers - PCAOB Release No. 2021-002 
 

 
 

The Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) has 
registration, inspection, standard-setting, and disciplinary authority over 
the auditors of brokers and dealers registered with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC). 
 
Overseeing the audits of SEC-registered broker-dealers is a key component 
of the PCAOB’s mission to protect investors and further the public interest 
in the preparation of informative, accurate, and independent audit reports. 
 
This Annual Report on the Interim Inspection Program Related to Audits of 
Brokers and Dealers (“Annual Report”) provides: 
 
(1) information about our 2020 inspections approach,  
 
(2) a summary of our 2020 inspections observations, and  
 
(3) “good practices,” which include brief scenarios and possible procedures 
that may be effective to address those scenarios.  
 
The information in this Annual Report is provided under the requirements 
of PCAOB Rule 4020T, which addresses reporting under the interim 
inspection program. 
 
Under Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Exchange Act”) Rule 17a-5, 
broker-dealers registered with the SEC are generally required to file 
annually: a financial report and either a compliance report (if the 
broker-dealer did not claim it was exempt from Exchange Act Rule 
15c3-3, Customer Protection – Reserves and Custody of Securities 
(“Customer Protection Rule”)) or an exemption report (if the broker-dealer 
did claim it was exempt from the Customer Protection Rule), as well as 
reports of an independent public accountant covering the financial report 
and the compliance report or exemption report, as applicable.  
 
The accountant must be engaged to prepare a report based on an 
examination of the financial report in accordance with PCAOB 
auditing standards (“audit engagement”) and a report based on an 
examination of certain statements in the compliance report (“examination 
engagement”) or a report based on a review of the exemption report 
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(“review engagement”). The PCAOB has issued attestation standards 
covering the compliance report (AT No. 1) and the exemption report (AT 
No. 2). 
 
Overarching observations from our 2020 inspections of firms that audit 
broker-dealers include the following: 
 
- The number of firms that had one or more audit and/or attestation 

engagements with deficiencies showed a 14% drop from 2019 but 
remained high as a percentage of firms inspected (78%). 

 
- The number of audit engagements with deficiencies declined 15% from 

2019 levels but remained high as a percentage of engagements reviewed 
(61%) primarily due to deficiencies in auditing revenue. 

 
- The percentage of examination engagements with deficiencies declined 

slightly to 67% of engagements reviewed from 69% in 2019 but 
remained high primarily due to deficiencies in testing internal control 
over compliance (ICOC). Examination engagements address assertions 
made by broker-dealers in compliance reports. 

 
- The percentage of review engagements with deficiencies declined to 

23% of engagements reviewed from 51% in 2019. Review engagements 
address assertions made by broker-dealers in exemption reports. 

 
- Generally, the results of inspections of firms that audited more than 100 

broker-dealers resulted in lower percentages of audit engagements with 
deficiencies, compared to the results for firms that audited 100 or fewer 
broker-dealers. For firms that audited more than 100 broker-dealers, 
the percentage of audit engagements with deficiencies declined to 38% 
in 2020 from 41% in 2019. For all other firms, the percentage of audit 
engagements with deficiencies declined to 71% in 2020 from 84% in 
2019. 

 
Additional information about inspection results based on firm 
characteristics is included in the supplement to this Annual Report. 
 
By highlighting deficiencies and good practices, this Annual Report helps to 
advance our strategic goal of driving improvement in the quality of audit 
services through a combination of prevention, detection, deterrence, and 
remediation.  
 
In addition to being helpful to audit firms, it may also be useful for other 
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stakeholders, including management and the audit committee (or 
equivalent body) of broker-dealers, as they engage with audit firms 
regarding audit quality and broker-dealer financial reporting. 
 

 
 
To read more: 

https://pcaob-assets.azureedge.net/pcaob-dev/docs/default-source/inspec
tions/documents/2020-broker-dealer-annual-report.pdf?sfvrsn=d8914df5
_4 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://pcaob-assets.azureedge.net/pcaob-dev/docs/default-source/inspections/documents/2020-broker-dealer-annual-report.pdf?sfvrsn=d8914df5_4
https://pcaob-assets.azureedge.net/pcaob-dev/docs/default-source/inspections/documents/2020-broker-dealer-annual-report.pdf?sfvrsn=d8914df5_4
https://pcaob-assets.azureedge.net/pcaob-dev/docs/default-source/inspections/documents/2020-broker-dealer-annual-report.pdf?sfvrsn=d8914df5_4
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Number 5 

Follow-up report on the Peer review of key functions: Supervisory 
practices and application in assessing key functions 
 

 
 

The report assesses how national competent authorities have implemented 
the recommended actions from the original peer review.  
 
Peer reviews assess the application by the national supervisory authorities 
represented in the EIOPA Board of Supervisors of EU measures, including 
directives, regulations, technical standards, EIOPA guidelines and 
recommendations, or supervisory practices. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Following up on peer reviews, and more specifically making sure the issued 
recommended actions have been implemented, is an integral part of 
EIOPA’s supervisory role as it fosters supervisory convergence.  
 
Indeed, according to Article 30(6) of the EIOPA Regulation, ”the Authority 
shall undertake a follow-up report after two years of the publication of the 
peer review report.  
 
The follow-up report shall be prepared by the peer review committee and 
adopted by the Board of Supervisors in accordance with Article 44(4).  
 
When drafting that report, the peer review committee shall consult the 
Management Board in order to maintain consistency with other follow-up 
reports.” 
 
1.1 METHODOLOGY 
 
In line with EIOPA’s Peer Review Governance for the conduct of peer 
reviews the “peer review committees (PRC) are responsible for conducting 
the peer reviews and preparing follow-up reports.”  
 
In doing so “the PRC will prepare the peer review report, including the 
reasoned main findings and follow-up measures, as well as the follow-up 
reports for discussion and decision by the Board of Supervisors.” 
 
The follow-up report consists of individual progress reports that, on a 
named basis, identify the progress made against the recommended actions. 
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The follow-up was conducted through collection of the NCAs’ 
self-assessments.  
 
The report has been compiled from data submitted by NCAs responding to 
customised (i.e. country-specific) questionnaires issued by EIOPA 
according to the recommended action addressed to the NCA.  
 
Where deemed necessary, and in order to better assess the self-assessment 
submitted, additional information has been requested.  
 
In some cases, calls between members of the ad hoc PRC and the NCA have 
been set up. 
 
The best practices identified in the original peer review were also part of the 
assessment and therefore the questionnaire. 
 
The follow-up was conducted by the ad hoc PRC chaired by an EIOPA staff 
member.  
 
The ad hoc PRC was comprised of experts on the supervision of 
undertakings’ governance and key functions from Austria, Italy, France, 
Slovakia and EIOPA. 
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To read more: 
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/eiopa-follo
w-up-peer-review-key-functions-august2021.pdf 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/eiopa-follow-up-peer-review-key-functions-august2021.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/eiopa-follow-up-peer-review-key-functions-august2021.pdf
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Number 6 

Alert (AA21-243A) - Ransomware Awareness for Holidays and 
Weekends 
 

 
 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) have observed an increase in highly 
impactful ransomware attacks occurring on holidays and weekends—when 
offices are normally closed—in the United States, as recently as the Fourth 
of July holiday in 2021.  
 
The FBI and CISA do not currently have any specific threat reporting 
indicating a cyberattack will occur over the upcoming Labor Day holiday.  
 
However, the FBI and CISA are sharing the below information to provide 
awareness to be especially diligent in your network defense practices in the 
run up to holidays and weekends, based on recent actor tactics, techniques, 
and procedures (TTPs) and cyberattacks over holidays and weekends 
during the past few months.  
 
The FBI and CISA encourage all entities to examine their current 
cybersecurity posture and implement the recommended best practices and 
mitigations to manage the risk posed by all cyber threats, including 
ransomware. 
 
Threat Overview 
 
Recent Holiday Targeting 
 
Cyber actors have conducted increasingly impactful attacks against U.S. 
entities on or around holiday weekends over the last several months. The 
FBI and CISA do not currently have specific information regarding cyber 
threats coinciding with upcoming holidays and weekends.  
 
Cyber criminals, however, may view holidays and weekends—especially 
holiday weekends—as attractive timeframes in which to target potential 
victims, including small and large businesses.  
 
In some cases, this tactic provides a head start for malicious actors 
conducting network exploitation and follow-on propagation of 
ransomware, as network defenders and IT support of victim organizations 
are at limited capacity for an extended time. 
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- In May 2021, leading into Mother’s Day weekend, malicious cyber 
actors deployed DarkSide ransomware against the IT network of a 
U.S.-based critical infrastructure entity in the Energy Sector, resulting 
in a week-long suspension of operations. After DarkSide actors gained 
access to the victim’s network, they deployed ransomware to encrypt 
victim data and—as a secondary form of extortion—exfiltrated the data 
before threatening to publish it to further pressure victims into paying 
the ransom demand. 

 
- In May 2021, over the Memorial Day weekend, a critical infrastructure 

entity in the Food and Agricultural Sector suffered a Sodinokibi/REvil 
ransomware attack affecting U.S. and Australian meat production 
facilities, resulting in a complete production stoppage. 

 
- In July 2021, during the Fourth of July holiday weekend, 

Sodinokibi/REvil ransomware actors attacked a U.S.-based critical 
infrastructure entity in the IT Sector and implementations of their 
remote monitoring and management tool, affecting hundreds of 
organizations—including multiple managed service providers and their 
customers. 

 
You may visit: 

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/AA21-243A-Rans
omware_Awareness_for_Holidays_and_Weekends.pdf 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://us-cert.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/AA21-243A-Ransomware_Awareness_for_Holidays_and_Weekends.pdf
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/sites/default/files/publications/AA21-243A-Ransomware_Awareness_for_Holidays_and_Weekends.pdf
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Number 7 

NCSC and Federal Partners Kick Off “National Insider Threat 
Awareness Month” 
This Year’s Campaign Focuses on Insider Threat and Workplace Culture; 
Marks Nearly 10 Years since Executive Order Creating National Insider 
Threat Task Force 
 

 
 

The National Counterintelligence and Security Center (NCSC), the National 
Insider Threat Task Force (NITTF), the Office of the Under Secretary of 
Defense Intelligence and Security, the Defense Counterintelligence and 
Security Agency, and the Department of Homeland Security today launched 
the third-annual “National Insider Threat Awareness Month” (NITAM).  
 
NITAM is an annual, month-long campaign during September to educate 
government and industry about the risks posed by insider threats and the 
role of insider threat programs.   
 
Federal insider threat programs are composed of multi-disciplinary teams 
that address insider threats while protecting privacy and civil liberties of 
the workforce; maximizing organizational trust and ensuring positive work 
cultures that foster diversity and inclusion.  
 
The NITAM campaign seeks to encourage employees in government and 
the private sector to recognize behaviors of concern and report them so 
early intervention can occur, leading to positive outcomes for at-risk 
individuals and reduced risks to organizations.   
 
To learn more about the campaign and resources available to organizations, 
visit the NITAM 2021 website. You may visit: 

https://www.cdse.edu/itawareness/index.html 
 
All organizations are vulnerable to insider threats.  An insider threat is 
anyone with authorized access who uses that access to wittingly or 
unwittingly harm an organization or its resources.   
 
Most insider threats exhibit risky behavior prior to committing negative 
workplace events.  If identified early, many insider threats can be mitigated 
before harm occurs. 
 

https://www.cdse.edu/itawareness/index.html
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 “The risks to government and industry from insider threats are severe. 
These threats can take many forms, whether it’s a federal employee coopted 
by a foreign adversary to steal sensitive information or a corporate 
employee clicking on a spear-phishing link that infects their company’s 
networks,” said NCSC Acting Director Michael Orlando.   
 
“Through this campaign, we hope to bring much-needed attention to 
insider threats and help organizations and their employees prevent and 
mitigate these issues early on.”  
 
This year’s campaign focuses on insider threat and workplace culture.  
Organizations with positive and inclusive work cultures that foster trust 
between employees and leadership have more engaged and loyal employees 
and are better positioned to reduce insider threats.   
 
Studies have demonstrated that disengaged workers have higher 
absenteeism, more accidents, and more errors, and that organizations with 
low employee engagement suffer from lower productivity, lower 
profitability, and lower job growth – all conditions that can contribute to 
insider threats.  
 
Tomorrow, insider threat practitioners from across the U.S. government 
and industry will participate in the 2021 Insider Threat Virtual Conference, 
sponsored by the Department of Defense.  You may visit: 
https://cdse-events.acms.com/content/connect/c1/7/en/events/event/sha
red/33897197/event_landing.html?sco-id=33880313&_charset_=utf-8 
 
The conference features senior level speakers and panelists who will 
present on the current state of federal and industry insider threat 
programs; the importance of and strategies for developing positive 
organizational culture and sub-culture in combating the insider threat; and 
resources for training and professionalization of the insider threat 
practitioner community. 
 
Recent examples underscore the damage that can be caused by insider 
threats:  
 
- In July 2021, a 20-year-old sailor who had failed in his attempt at 

becoming a Navy SEAL was charged with deliberately setting fire to the 
USS Bonhomme Richard, an 800-foot Navy amphibious assault ship.  
The USS Bonhomme Richard went up in flames on July 12, 2020, 
burning for several days while docked in San Diego and causing some 
60 people to be treated for injuries.  The Navy later decided against 
repairing the vessel after determining it would cost an estimated $3 

https://cdse-events.acms.com/content/connect/c1/7/en/events/event/shared/33897197/event_landing.html?sco-id=33880313&_charset_=utf-8
https://cdse-events.acms.com/content/connect/c1/7/en/events/event/shared/33897197/event_landing.html?sco-id=33880313&_charset_=utf-8
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billion and take more than five years. The Navy officially 
decommissioned the USS Bonhomme Richard this year. 
 

- In April 2021, a Ph.D. chemist who had worked at Coca-Cola and 
Eastman Chemicals was convicted of conspiracy to steal trade secrets, 
economic espionage, and wire fraud.  According to court documents, 
the chemist stole trade secrets that cost some $120 million to develop in 
order to help a new company in China that had received millions of 
dollars in grants from the Chinese government.  The chemist sought to 
benefit not only the Chinese company, but also the Chinese government 
and Communist Party. 

 
The launch of this year’s campaign marks nearly a decade since an October 
2011 Executive Order that required all federal agencies with access to 
classified information to have their own insider threat prevention programs 
and directed the creation of the NITTF under the leadership of the Attorney 
General and the Director of National Intelligence.  
 
NITTF is currently housed at NCSC. Since its inception, the NITTF has 
worked with federal agencies to build programs that deter, detect, and 
mitigate insider threats.  
 
NITTF and NCSC coordinate insider threat training and awareness; liaison 
and assistance; governance and advocacy; and research and analysis for 
stakeholders in the public and private sector to reduce the risk of insider 
threats to public health and safety, economic security, and national 
security.  
 
In recent years, NCSC and NITTF have expanded their outreach to help 
private sector entities address insider threats.   
 
In March 2021, NCSC published Insider Threat Mitigation for U.S. Critical 
Infrastructure Entities: Guidelines from an Intelligence Perspective, and in 
July 2021, NCSC and the Department of Defense’s Center for Development 
of Security Excellence (CDSE) collaborated to publish Insider Risk 
Implementation Guide for the Food and Agriculture Sector. 
 
You may visit: 
https://www.dni.gov/files/NCSC/documents/nittf/20210319-Insider-Thre
at-Mitigation-for-US-Critical-Infrastru-March-2021updated-5Apr21b.pdf 
 
https://www.dni.gov/files/NCSC/documents/nittf/Insider_Risk_Impleme
ntation_Guide_for_Food_and_Agriculture20210708.pdf 
 

https://www.dni.gov/files/NCSC/documents/nittf/20210319-Insider-Threat-Mitigation-for-US-Critical-Infrastru-March-2021updated-5Apr21b.pdf
https://www.dni.gov/files/NCSC/documents/nittf/20210319-Insider-Threat-Mitigation-for-US-Critical-Infrastru-March-2021updated-5Apr21b.pdf
https://www.dni.gov/files/NCSC/documents/nittf/Insider_Risk_Implementation_Guide_for_Food_and_Agriculture20210708.pdf
https://www.dni.gov/files/NCSC/documents/nittf/Insider_Risk_Implementation_Guide_for_Food_and_Agriculture20210708.pdf
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Number 8 

Organisations continue to face cyber security challenges with 
hybrid working patterns 
 

 
 

Coronavirus caused many organisations to move to home working at a 
greater speed and scale than many had foreseen or prepared for. 
 
As organisations look to make hybrid working patterns a permanent option 
for staff the cyber security challenges brought by home working continue. 
 
A recent survey from Palo Alto Networks looked at the impact of working 
from home decisions. You may visit: 
https://start.paloaltonetworks.com/state-of-hybrid-workforce-security-20
21 
 
44% stated that while money was spent improving remote access to 
corporate networks it was not matched by investment in cyber security. 
Meanwhile 21% said little had changed in their existing network 
architecture or security. 
 
The NCSC issued guidance on preparing for home working and using video 
conferencing tools (availability of good communications was one of the 
tools cited that helped reduce security incidents). You may visit: 

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/home-working 
 
Further guidance on cloud security and device security is also available 
from the NCSC. 
 
You may visit: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/cloud-security 
 

 
 

https://start.paloaltonetworks.com/state-of-hybrid-workforce-security-2021
https://start.paloaltonetworks.com/state-of-hybrid-workforce-security-2021
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/home-working
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/collection/cloud-security
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Number 9 

Scientists Discover Crystal Exhibiting Exotic Spiral Magnetism 
 

 
 

An exotic form of magnetism has been discovered and linked to an equally 
exotic type of electrons, according to scientists who analyzed a new crystal 
in which they appear at the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST).  
 
The magnetism is created and protected by the crystal’s unique electronic 
structure, offering a mechanism that might be exploited for fast, robust 
information storage devices. 
 
The newly invented material has an unusual structure that conducts 
electricity but makes the flowing electrons behave as massless particles, 
whose magnetism is linked to the direction of their motion.  
 
In other materials, such Weyl electrons have elicited new behaviors related 
to electrical conductivity. In this case, however, the electrons promote the 
spontaneous formation of a magnetic spiral.  
 
“Our research shows a rare example of these particles driving collective 
magnetism,” said Collin Broholm, a physicist at Johns Hopkins University 
who led the experimental work at the NIST Center for Neutron Research 
(NCNR). “Our experiment illustrates a unique form of magnetism that can 
arise from Weyl electrons.” 
 
The findings, which appear in Nature Materials, reveal a complex 
relationship among the material, the electrons flowing through it as current 
and the magnetism the material exhibits.  
 
In a refrigerator magnet, we sometimes imagine each of its iron atoms as 
having a bar magnet piercing it with its “north” pole pointing in a certain 
direction.  
 
This image refers to the atoms’ spin orientations, which line up in parallel. 
The material the team studied is different. It is a “semimetal” made of 
silicon and the metals aluminum and neodymium.  
 
Together these three elements form a crystal, which implies that its 
component atoms are arranged in a regular repeating pattern. However, it 
is a crystal that breaks inversion symmetry, meaning that the repeating 
pattern is different on one side of a crystal’s unit cells — the smallest 
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building block of a crystal lattice — than the other. This arrangement 
stabilizes the electrons flowing through the crystal, which in turn drive 
unusual behavior in its magnetism.  
 
The electrons’ stability shows itself as a uniformity in the direction of their 
spins. In most materials that conduct electricity, such as copper wire, the 
electrons that flow through the wire have spins that point in random 
directions.  
 
Not so in the semimetal, whose broken symmetry transforms the flowing 
electrons into Weyl electrons whose spins are oriented either in the 
direction the electron travels or in the exact opposite direction.  
 
It is this locking of the Weyl electrons’ spins to their direction of motion — 
their momentum — that causes the semimetal’s rare magnetic behavior. 
 
The material’s three types of atoms all conduct electricity, providing 
steppingstones for electrons as they hop from atom to atom. However, only 
the neodymium (Nd) atoms exhibit magnetism.  
 
They are susceptible to the influence of the Weyl electrons, which push the 
Nd atom spins in a curious way. Look along any row of Nd atoms that 
stretches diagonally through the semimetal, and you will see what the 
research team refers to as a “spin spiral.”  
 
“A simplified way to imagine it is the first Nd atom’s spin points to 12 
o’clock, then the next one to 4 o’clock, then the third to 8 o’clock,” Broholm 
said. “Then the pattern repeats. This beautiful spin ‘texture’ is driven by the 
Weyl electrons as they visit neighboring Nd atoms.” 
 
It took a collaboration among many groups within the Institute for 
Quantum Matter at Johns Hopkins University to reveal the special 
magnetism arising in the crystal. It included groups working on crystal 
synthesis, sophisticated numerical calculations and neutron scattering 
experiments.  
 
“For the neutron scattering, we greatly benefited from the extensive 
amount of neutron diffraction beam time that was available to us at the 
NIST Center for Neutron Research,” said Jonathan Gaudet, one of the 
paper’s co-authors. “Without the beam time, we would have missed these 
beautiful new physics.” 
 
Each loop of the spin spiral is about 150 nanometers long, and the spirals 
only appear at cold temperatures below 7 K. Broholm said that there are 
materials with similar physical properties that function at room 
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temperature, and that they might be harnessed to create efficient magnetic 
memory devices. 
 
“Magnetic memory technology like hard disks usually requires you to create 
a magnetic field for them to work,” he said. “With this class of materials, 
you can store information without needing to apply or detect a magnetic 
field. Reading and writing the information electrically is faster and more 
robust.”  
 
Understanding the effects that the Weyl electrons drive also might shed 
light on other materials that have brought consternation to physicists.  
 
“Fundamentally, we might be able to create a variety of materials that have 
different internal spin characteristics — and perhaps we already have,” 
Broholm said. “As a community, we have created many magnetic structures 
we don’t immediately comprehend. Having seen the special character of 
Weyl-mediated magnetism, we may finally be able to understand and use 
such exotic magnetic structures.”  
 
Data for the study was obtained in part with the multi-axis crystal 
spectrometer (MACS) instrument, which is part of the Center for High 
Resolution Neutron Scattering (CHRNS), a national user facility jointly 
funded by NCNR and the National Science Foundation (NSF). 
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Number 10 

Delivering Next-Gen Biomanufacturing Capability 
Reimagining Protein Manufacturing (RPM) program to build on past 
success by developing agile technologies to increase on-demand 
protein-based medical countermeasure production 
 

 
 

Slow production methods and reliance on a global supply chain currently 
limit DoD access to critical proteins such as medical countermeasures 
(MCMs) (i.e. antibodies, vaccines, and clotting factors), diagnostic 
components, and key enzymes for producing nucleic acids.  
 
State-of-the-art protein-based MCM production calls for massive 
centralized infrastructure and complex pipelines that require lengthy 
cellular engineering, sufficient growth of cells, and intensive purification 
and quality control. 
 
Current response times are several months for production, with additional 
time needed for dispersing MCMs to vulnerable populations. Distributed 
manufacturing paradigms may transform these timelines into those 
relevant to DoD response, especially in denied, degraded, or disrupted 
operational environments.  
 
To address these challenges, the Reimagining Protein Manufacturing 
(RPM) program aims to establish the foundational technologies needed for 
fully distributed, on-demand manufacturing of biologics-based MCMs and 
their associated raw materials. 
 
DARPA programs, such as Make-It, Nucleic Acids on Demand (NOW), and 
Battlefield Medicine, have invested in distributed manufacturing of 
pharmaceuticals and nucleic acids.  
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Continuing DARPA’s role in challenging manufacturing paradigms, RPM 
focuses on the complex process of protein production, and will attend to the 
biochemistry challenges associated with producing bioactive proteins at 
high yields with short lead times. 
 
“As was reinforced during the COVID-19 pandemic, many crucial building 
blocks for proteins, therapeutics and diagnostics are currently 
manufactured outside of the United States,” stated Dr. Amy Jenkins, RPM 
program manager. “The RPM program will serve warfighters by 
strengthening the U.S. biomanufacturing supply chain and providing new 
methods for timely development of protein-based therapeutics and 
enzymes.” 
 
The 50-month RPM program will address two technical areas (TAs).  
 
TA1 “Production Yield and Time” focuses on protein synthesis technologies 
for near-immediate synthesis of proteins at high yields.  
 
TA2 “Post-Translational Modifications” seeks novel protein production 
approaches to add PTMs in a controlled manner to ensure the final product 
is bioactive and of high quality. 
 
The U.S. Government will utilize Independent Validation and Verification 
(IV&V) partners throughout the program to assess the function, stability, 
and composition of the proteins produced through a series of field 
recognized analytical techniques. 
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“If successful, RPM will result in novel protein production technologies not 
previously deployed,” added Jenkins.  
 
Additional details of the program schedule and metrics are available in the 
broad agency announcement at: 
https://sam.gov/opp/9711cee39a984d57ba681390bc1a4564/view 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://sam.gov/opp/9711cee39a984d57ba681390bc1a4564/view
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Disclaimer 
 
The Association tries to enhance public access to information about risk and 
compliance management.  
 
Our goal is to keep this information timely and accurate. If errors are brought to 
our attention, we will try to correct them. 
 
This information: 
 
- is of a general nature only and is not intended to address the specific 
circumstances of any individual or entity; 
 
- should not be relied on in the context of enforcement or similar regulatory 
action; 
 
- is not necessarily comprehensive, complete, or up to date; 
 
- is sometimes linked to external sites over which the Association has no 
control and for which the Association assumes no responsibility; 
 
- is not professional or legal advice (if you need specific advice, you should 
always consult a suitably qualified professional); 
 
- is in no way constitutive of an interpretative document; 
 
- does not prejudge the position that the relevant authorities might decide to 
take on the same matters if developments, including Court rulings, were to lead it 
to revise some of the views expressed here; 
 
- does not prejudge the interpretation that the Courts might place on the 
matters at issue. 
 
Please note that it cannot be guaranteed that these information and documents 
exactly reproduce officially adopted texts.  
 
It is our goal to minimize disruption caused by technical errors.  
 
However, some data or information may have been created or structured in files 
or formats that are not error-free and we cannot guarantee that our service will 
not be interrupted or otherwise affected by such problems.  
 
The Association accepts no responsibility regarding such problems incurred 
because of using this site or any linked external sites. 
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International Association of Risk and Compliance Professionals 
 

You can explore what we offer to our members: 
 
1. Membership – Become a standard, premium or lifetime member.  
You may visit: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/How_to_become_member
.htm 
 
2. Weekly Updates - Visit the Reading Room of the association at: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/Reading_Room.htm 
 
3. Training and Certification – Become a Certified Risk and Compliance 
Management Professional (CRCMP), a Certified Information Systems Risk 
and Compliance Professional (CISRCP), a Certified Cyber (Governance 
Risk and Compliance) Professional - CC(GRC)P, and / or a Certified Risk 
and Compliance Management Professional in Insurance and Reinsurance - 
CRCMP(Re)I. 
 

 

 

 

https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/How_to_become_member.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/How_to_become_member.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/Reading_Room.htm
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Companies and organizations like Accenture, American Express, USAA etc. 
consider the Certified Risk and Compliance Management Professional 
(CRCMP) program a preferred certificate. There are CRCMPs in 32 
countries.  
 
You can find more about the demand for CRCMPs at: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CRCMP_Jobs_Careers.pdf 
 
For the Certified Risk and Compliance Management Professional (CRCMP) 
distance learning and online certification program, you may visit: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/Distance_Learning_and_C
ertification.htm 
 
For the Certified Information Systems Risk and Compliance Professional 
(CISRCP) distance learning and online certification program, you may visit: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CISRCP_Distance_Learnin
g_and_Certification.htm 
 
For the Certified Cyber (Governance Risk and Compliance) Professional - 
CC(GRC)P distance learning and online certification program, you may 
visit: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CC_GRC_P_Distance_Lea
rning_and_Certification.htm 
 
For the Certified Risk and Compliance Management Professional in 
Insurance and Reinsurance - CRCMP(Re)I distance learning and online 
certification program, you may visit: 
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CRCMP_Re_I.htm 

https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CRCMP_Jobs_Careers.pdf
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CISRCP_Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CISRCP_Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CC_GRC_P_Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CC_GRC_P_Distance_Learning_and_Certification.htm
https://www.risk-compliance-association.com/CRCMP_Re_I.htm
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For instructor-led training, you may contact us. We can tailor all programs 
to meet specific requirements.  


